The visual fastpath through
your investigations.

Security is breaking down at the handoff from machine to analyst. Attack activities will get logged, but are often
too hard to stitch together until it’s too late. As you add more security products the mess gets even worse.
Graphistry’s breakthrough visual analytics puts analysts back in control by turning your data into interactive graphs
that are visual, connected, and smart.
Analysts, IR teams, and threat hunters can now immediately see connections across all of their
security tools and data, and easily visually pivot to see more. By introducing a human-centric interface to your
data-centric security stack, Graphistry is making the investigation process fast, insightful, and comprehensive.

BREAKTHROUGH VISUAL TECHNOLOGY
Turn Logs Into Visual Graphs: Full-featured visual
workbench that reveals connections, patterns, and outliers
across your SIEM, databases, and any source with an API.
Turn Static Dashboards Into Interactive Maps :
Simply point and click to browse hidden connections,
drill down and pivot on the fly without manual queries.
See 100X More Using Only a Browser:
Bring GPU-accelerated data visualization straight
to your browser. Use our cloud or yours.

VISUAL INVESTIGATION TIER FOR YOUR DATA
Turn Logs Into Visual Graphs: Full-featured visual
workbench that reveals connections, patterns, and outliers
across your SIEM, databases, and any source with an API.
Turn Logs Into Visual Graphs: Full-featured visual
workbench that reveals connections, patterns, and outliers
across your SIEM, databases, and any source with an API.
Turn Logs Into Visual Graphs: Full-featured visual
workbench that reveals connections, patterns, and outliers
across your SIEM, databases, and any source with an API.

Interactive visualization that unraveled a malware
outbreak by pivoting against 3 data sources and 1 API
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TURN LOGS INTO VISUAL GRAPHS

FASTER, MORE COMPREHENSIVE IR INVESTIGATIONS

Graph analysis has proven to be indispensable for
everything from fraud detection, to counter-terrorism,
and, of course, security investigations. Graphistry lets
you immediately tap into this power by turning your logs,
netflow, and feeds into interactive correlation graphs. Quickly
reveal patterns, connections, and outliers in your data, and allow
analysts to see the scope and progression of incidents in full
context. Graphistry scales far beyond any other technology while
remaining interactive and customizable, allowing analysts to filter
data, interact with nodes, customize views, and pivot on the fly.

Graphistry reduces minutes and hours of IR investigation
to seconds. For example, quickly triage a sandbox alert
by seeing surrounding reputation scores, user behavior,
and network activity. Or see who clicked on a malware
link by seeing the network hits, and visually pivot against
threat intel to check for associated domains. With
Graphistry, staff can not only close more cases and lower
their MTTR, but also resolve incidents with certainty.

ARM YOUR HUNTERS FOR VISIBILITY AND SCALE
VISUALLY ANALYZE AND PIVOT ACROSS YOUR
SIEM, HADOOP, SPARK, AND MORE
Instead of querying and sorting through tables, analysts can now
visually track connections across any data source with an API.
Graphistry automatically gathers and connects data, and presents
it with smart interactive visualizations built to answer core
investigation questions. For example, the kill chain views reveal
the progression and scope of an incident, while network views
make command-and-control traffic obvious. From any view,
analysts can visually drill down, pivot through new data sources,
and adjust on the fly.

Graphistry is uniquely suited for visually informing threat
hunts because it can maintain interactivity at large scales.
Through built-in GPU acceleration, hunters can increase their
scope by 100X+ more data than existing visual technologies. That
means supercharging existing workflows, and unlocking new
methods like large-scale visual clustering for explaining patterns
and outliers. Integrated visual pivoting makes it easy to follow
any account takeovers, lateral movement, exfiltration, or APTs.
For the first time, hunters can directly see attack progressions
without constantly moving back and forth between disparate
tools and underpowered visualizations.
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RUN, SAVE, SHARE, & EMBED

BREAKTHROUGH INNOVATION THATS EASY TO DEPLOY

Graphistry‘s full-featured platform is easily embedded
in your dashboards, applications, playbooks, and data
science notebooks. Graphistry’s visual editor can record
workflows and share them as URLs. This allows easy
collaboration across and within teams such as Tier 3
analysts sharing best practices with Tier 1, or allowing
data scientists and developers to collaborate with
investigators. With Graphistry you can ensure that no
investigation goes unassisted.

Graphistry is built to scale for the age of big data and
AI. While you may not always want to visualize large
volumes of data, Graphistry’s GPU technology means
the horsepower is there when you need it. The option
to use Graphistry‘s cloud means that all you need is a
standard browser. And as you invest in more solutions,
you can rest assured that you have a dedicated interface
that lets your analysts can work across them.
ABOUT GRAPHISTRY

IMMEDIATE VALUE FROM THE DATA YOU HAVE
Graphistry generates immediate leverage from the
people and solutions you have already invested in.
Instead of long, complicated integrations, Graphistry
easily connects to your existing data and gets analysts
more productive quickly. Spin up quickly by running in
Graphistry Cloud or deploying a Docker container in
your data center or favorite cloud provider.

Graphistry’s team combines preeminent industry
researchers with a proven, experienced product and
engineering team. With their roots in UC Berkeley’s Parallel
Computing Laboratory and Superconductor project,
Graphistry’s founders have consistently redefined the limits
of data visualization in the browser. Building on their
research into GPU and browser parallelization, the team has
delivered multiple innovations that fundamentally change
how organizations interact with their data.

GRAPHISTRY ADVANTAGE
FEATURE

DETAIL

Unmatched Visual Scale

Graphistry makes it possible to
visualize 100x more data than
competing technology.

Interactive Visual Graphs

Automatically turn logs into a
correlated and interactive
3600 map.

• Find connections across all products and tools
regardless of where the data is stored.
• Point-and-click investigation and pivoting
without switching between tools or craftingtricky
queries.

Interactive Visual Workbench

Interact with data in a fully
customizable environment.

• Allow analysts to customize what they see in
ways that static images and dashboards can’t.

Support any data source with an
API. Embed into dashboards,
playbooks, and data science
notebooks.

• Leverage all of your data and all talent to a
common goal.

Flexible Integrations

VALUE

• Leverage all your data sources on the fly and
be ready for the growth of big data and AI.
• Allow threat hunters to see correlations and
outliers that would normally be missed in large
data sets.
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